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The speed of as. uniform convergence of nonparametric curve estimators for 
m,-decomposable processes is studied. Such processes include, e.g., linear and 
bilinear processes. A simple and straightforward method is used relating this kind 
of problem to compound empirical processes (i.e., empirical processes with random 
jumps). Hazard rate estimation under random censoring is also included as an 
example. 0 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION, NOTATION, AND EXAMPLES 
Let 2,) Z,, . . . be a sequence of random elements defined on the same 
probability space (sZ,1cIT, P) with values in a measurable space 3’. The Zi 
are not necessarily observable and they are allowed to be dependent but 
will usually be identically distributed. For each n E N we do observe Y,,; = 
$(Zi), Xi = Y(Z,), in { 1, . . . . n>, where Y= (‘Y,, . . . . Y,): 3 + IV’ is an 
arbitrary and $1 J + R a bounded measurable mapping (de N fixed). In 
Sections 2 and 4 it is indicated how this boundedness condition can be 
removed. We will assume throughout that the (Xi, Y,,i) are identically 
distributed, but we allow these vectors to have a certain dependence 
structure, to be called m,-decomposability, which will be different from the 
classical mixing conditions and will be specified below. It should already be 
noted that not only linear but also bilinear processes appear to be 
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m,,-decomposable (see Examples 1.1 and 1.2). The latter class of processes 
has recently received attention in the literature (see, e.g., Rao and Gabr 
[ 171) and such processes are not always easily seen to be mixing. Let F 
denote the common d.f. of the X,. 
Here we will study some aspects of nonparametric curve estimation in 
the presence of this kind of dependence. A simple and straightforward 
method is used by exploiting the relation with compound empirical pro- 
cesses. A common feature of such estimation problems like the estimation 
of a density, regression, and autoregression function, or hazard rate under 
random censoring is that they all contain the estimation of the density of 
a number of possibly signed measures as building blocks. To be more 
specific let us introduce the function 
F$(X)=E$(Zi) fi l(-,...y,~(!J’,(Zt)), (x, ) . ..) XJ = x E R”, (1.1) 
/=I 
which can be considered as a d.f. generating a signed measure that will be 
denoted by the same symbol. The corresponding total variation measure is 
F,,, . For II/ 3 1 we obtain the ordinary d.f. F of the vector Xi = Y(Z,). Note 
that I;,,, 4 F. If 4: 3 + [w is also bounded and measurable we have 
F,++, @F,ti, if {IdI >O> = {I$1 >Ol. N ow taking the regression function as 
an example we have, of course, the well-known relation 
E(Y~,,~x;=x)=~(S(zi,lY(z,)=x,=~(x,, XER”. (1.2) 
Assuming that F-g ,4, where ,4 denotes Lebesgue measure on [wJ, we may 
write (1.2) as 
dF!b lE(Y,,i(xi=x)=$x)= tdF&Wf 
(dF/dA)(x) ’ 
x E R", (1.3) 
so that indeed the densities of both F* and Fare required. Also hazard rate 
estimation under random censoring provides an example. 
Therefore we focus on the estimation of densities of type fti = dF,/dA. 
Such an estimator can be obtained in the usual way (by taking naive 
estimatores, e.g.) from the natural estimator 
L’“‘=; ,i $(Z,) fi l(-,,&qZ,)), x E UP, (1.4) 
,=I j= 1 
of the cumulative function F, in (1.1). Note that the random functions 
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in (1.4) have random jumps of height n - ‘$(Z,). The corresponding 
generalized or compound empirical process 
U,.,(x) = nl’*(&&) - F,(x)), XEP, (1.5) 
shares many good properties with the ordinary empirical process 
(where $ = 1). See Einmahl and Ruymgaart [9] for the i.i.d. case. Their 
probability inequality on the local fluctuations of the process, a funda- 
mental tool in the study of any empirical process, will be extended to the 
dependence case in Section 2 by generalizing a method employed in 
Chanda and Ruymgaart [4] and Chanda, Puri, and Ruymgaart [3] for 
the ordinary empirical process based on dependent sample elements. 
The dependence that we allow among the (Xi, Y,,,) might be 
called m,-decomposability, meaning that for each n E N there exists 
m(n) E (0, 1, . ..) n} such that we have a decomposition (Xi, Y,.i)= 
CXi.m,3 Y$.i.m,) + (xi.m,, ~~,,.,J, where the 
tXi,m,9 y$,~,mn) are m,-dependent, (1.6) 
bLizn’ qh,,n,) -+ P 02 as n-,co. (1.7) 
A proper dealing with m,-decomposable processes for large n typically 
requires a specification of the orders of magnitude of m,, 6,, and E, in 
(1.8) 
This kind of specification will also be given in Section 2. In many 
interesting cases it appears that m,<<n and that E, and a,($) are of 
suitable order. 
Let us briefly comment on the concept of m,-decomposability; for a 
more extensive discussion see Chanda, Puri, and Ruymgaart [3]. The idea 
of writing an arbitrary process as the sum of a “nice” one and a negligible 
error is not new and has been inspired by the manner in which asymptotics 
are dealt with for linear processes (see, e.g., Ibragimov and Linnik [13]). 
Decomposability reduces to m,-dependence in a convenient and straight- 
forward manner. Although in interesting cases we usually have m(n) to 
allow to tend to infinity with the sample size n, tools for such m,-dependent 
sequences exist (Berk [2] gives a central limit theorem; see also M. M. Rao 
[ 16]), or may fairly easily be developed. The concept seems tailormade not 
only for linear processes but for any process with Volterra expansion of a 
given finite order (Priestley [ 151) as well as for bilinear processes. 
Moreover, the classical mixing concepts are not always convenient or 
easy to prove and there even exist decent linear processes that are 
m,-decomposable but not strongly mixing (Andrews [I]). 
In the examples below we illustrate the m,-decomposability concept and 
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meanwhile review some well-known curve estimation problems and some 
of the literature in the case of dependence. For curve estimation in the i.i.d. 
case let us restrict ourselves to the papers by Nadaraya [14], Watson 
[23], Rosenblatt [19]. and Hardle [12]. In the i.i.d. case martingale 
methods are usually employed for hazard rate estimators under random 
censoring (Gill [lo]). However, when the sample elements are dependent 
martingale methods may not apply so that the present approach could be 
a useful alternative. 
EXAMPLE 1.1. Autoregression for linear processes. Let Z be the set of 
all integers and Cc,, k E Z ) an i.i.d. sequence of real valued innovations. 
For each n E N consider the linear process 
5,= C akLk, iE (1, . . . . n). (1.9) 
kEh 
Under suitable conditions such processes contain ARMA-processes 
as special cases. To prove m(n)-decomposability we write, for suitable 
0<8<1, 
ti,m,= C ad-k, t,.,,= C akii-k. (1.10) 
Ikl < Bm. VI > 0% 
In Chanda and Ruymgaart [4] conditions have been specified to deter- 
mine the order of magnitude of the parameters in (1.8). 
A regression function of interest here is the autoregression 
U$(5,+d)15i= tl, .-, 5i+d- I = fd)=r(tl, . . . . fd), (1.11) 
which is obviously a special case of (1.2) as we see by taking Zi = 
(ri, .,., ti+d), Xi= (ci, . . . . ti+d- l)r Yti,i=lc/(<i+d). For smooth II/ the process 
of the (Xi, Yti,i) is easily seen to be m,-decomposable as well. Strong 
uniform consistency of kernel estimators i, of r on a compact subset of (Wd 
is considered in Collomb [6, 71 and an extension to robust estimators of 
regression, including a speed of a.s. uniform convergence, is obtained in 
Collomb and Hirdle [S]; these authors assume certain mixing conditions 
rather than linearity. Speed of a.s. uniform convergence under all kinds of 
mixing conditions is considered in Gyorfi, Hardle, Sarda, and Vieu [ 111. 
See also Robinson [lS]. 
EXAMPLE 1.2. Autoregression for nonlinear processes. Let the ik, k E Z, 
be as in Example 1.1 and iet the b,, be given real numbers in addition to 
the ak. The process 
tic c akii-k+CCbbir~(ii-r, 
ktZ /.rez 
(1.12) 
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with quadratic Volterra expansion, is obviously nonlinear but still decom- 
posable. To see this, define, for suitable 0 < 6’~ 1, <i,m, = Elk, QBm, akiiPk + 
cc I,I,Irl <orn, b~~~i-~~ip,, and [<,m, = <i- <i,m,. Of course processes with 
higher order Volterra expansion also might be considered. 
An example of more direct practical interest is the bilinear process, 
5,+ i ajti-,= i cjii-I+ f i bjkti-jii-k, 
/=l j=O j=l k=l 
(1.13) 
where the a,, cj, and bjk are given real numbers. It has been shown in 
Chanda and Ruymgaart [S] that such processes are m,-decomposable. 
Hence our method applies equally well to the estimation of the auto- 
regression function in ( 1.11) for processes of type ( 1.12) or ( 1.13). 
EXAMPLE 1.3. Hazard rate estimation. Let (Z,,, ZJ, . . . . (Znl, Z,,) be 
identically distributed nonnegative bivariate random vectors that may have 
a certain dependence structure (see below). Due to random censoring we 
observe the (Xi, Y,,;) = (Zi, A Zi2,l Iz,, 9z,21), SO that $(zl, z2) = 1 for 
z1 < z2 and 0 elsewhere. We assume that the dependence among the Zi is 
such that the (Xi, Y,,i) are m,-decomposable. We are interested in the d.f. 
H of the unobservable Zil or in its hazard rate. Let TE (0, co) be such that 
1 - F(T) > 0, and hence 1 - H(T) > 0. The hazard rate (for the Zil) is then 
defined as y(z) = h(z)/( 1 - H(z)), ZE [0, T], assuming that H has a con- 
tinuous density h. However, it can be shown that (Shorack and Wellner 
C221) 
assuming that 
Y(Z) =f~(4lu -F(z)), ZE CO, Tl, (1.14) 
F~(z)=E1(Z,l<Z,2} ‘l[O,z](zil A Zi2)r z > 0, (1.15) 
.has a continuous density fJ,. Both F and I;J, can be estimated from the data 
by f,, and pti,,, respectively. The latter cumulative d.f. in turn yields an 
estimator [ti,n off+, so that in this way we obtain an alternative to mar- 
tingale methods. See also Schafer [21] and Ruymgaart [20]. 
Employing the results of Section 2 we derive a speed of a.s. uniform con- 
vergence for certain estimators f& off, in Section 3. Finally, in Section 4 
we briefly return to the examples given above and show how convergence 
properties of the estimators required for these practical cases can be 
obtained. 
TO conclude this section let us note that, more generally, we might con- 
sider the process U,,(x) as indexed by the pair ($, x), with I,// in asuitable 
class of functions and XE I@, or we even might index the process by a still 
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more general pair of functions. Taking, e.g., I+$ = 1, r., y3 and letting y E R 
we might thus obtain the tools for estimation of the conditional distribu- 
tion function G,(y) = P( Y, 6 y 1 A’, = x). If G,,(y) is such an estimator we 
might in particular investigate the conditional empirical process based on 
G,(y) and G,.,,(y) with parameter (x, y), and the conditional quantile 
process. Here we will not consider this kind of extension. 
2. FLUCTUATIONS OF THE COMPOUND EMPIRICAL PROCESS 
For x = (.x1, . . . . x,), y = (y,, . . . . yd) E Rd we define x 6 y to mean xi d yi 
for all j= 1, . . . . d and x < y is defined by the requirements xj 6 y, for all 
j = 1, . . . . d with strict inequality for at least one index j. For real 5 E R we 
write [ = (5, . . . . 0 E lRd; similarly we define + rX, = ( f co, . . . . + co). Let R 
denote the extended real line. We write ( - Go, X] = { y E R“: y 6 x}, x E @‘, 
and (a, 6]= {x E Rd: a < x < b j for a, b E Rd with a < b. Throughout the 
sequel the numbers 
A, B, C E (0, 00 ), (2.1) 
will be used as generic constants that are independent of all the relevant 
parameters like, in particular, the sample size n and the value of which may 
vary from line to line. 
Assumption 2.1. (We often will write briefly Y,,i = Yi without confu- 
sion.) The process (A’;, Y,.,) = (X,, Y,), iE { 1, . . . . n} is m,-decomposable. 
Moreover, the (Xi, Y,) have a common d.f. which is also independent of n, 
and the (Xi,m,, Y,,,J have a common d-f. for i = 1, . . . . n. The d.f. F of the Xi 
has a continuous bounded density f with respect to Lebesgue measure A on 
I@ and its marginal densities are bounded on R. (Hence, Fti also has a 
bounded continuous density &, .) There exists 1 < c(+) < cc such that 
) YJ v 1 Yi,,n\ 6 c($) for all i and n. 
First we will consider the fluctuations for arbitrary fixed n so that we do 
not need to specify the dependence on n of the parameters. For arbitrary 
O-cc< 1 let us define 
Ll(m,~-, i)= (--E<Xi,,<E, --E< Pi,,<&), Q,(m, 6) = f) Q(m, 4 4, 
r=l 
(2.2) 
qQ:h 6)) = P,(J/, m, E). (2.3) 
Let us, for k E N,, also introduce the compound d.f.‘s 
F/c(x) = EYfl,-,,,rl(Xi), Fk,m(X) = q?J, L%.Y,wi,m)7 XEW 
(2.4) 
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Let us note that F, = F, F, = F,, and that occasionally we will write 
F,,,, = F, and Fl,,, = Fjr.m without confusion. For any K: R“ --f R (random 
or not) we define 
K{x, Y} = Ay,K, x< Y, (2.5) 
where AY, is the usual difference operator. Hence in this notation we have, 
e.g., Fo{x, y}=F{x, y}=P{x<X,Gy), U+,,n=U~,n. 
In the notation just introduced we have, by Assumption 2.1, 
I&b, Y> -&,m{x, ~11 
G w2”(rn.E, + fn:cm.d> 
x {IYi”- YQ 1 (..,,GG)+c”w Il(,..,,(xi)-1,,.,,(~,,)l} 
<~kc~-‘($)F{x, y}+ck($)[F{x-E, y+E)-F{x+F, y-E}] 
-t PWll/) f cWH P,W, 4 ~1 
<CCCE~C~-‘($) F{x, Y> +EC’($) lb-YII +c”(ti) pAti, m, ~11; (2.6) 
note that this inequality is true for all k E N,, including k=O. By conven- 
tion (x+E, JJ-E]=@ if x+Eay---E. In a similar way we find 
IF,{x,y}-F,{x+E;y--}I~C&Ck(~)IIX-ylI. (2.7) 
To formulate the basic probability inequality for the fluctuations of the 
compound empirical process U,., we need the function 
h(/Z)=2PS?og(l +x)dx, A> 0; h(0) = 1. V-8) 
0 
It should be noted that 
h(l)JO,asIfco; Ah(A)? as IT co. (2.9) 
For further properties of this function and its role in precise a.s. limit 
theorems we refer to Shorack and Wellner [22]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Local fluctuations of compound empirical processes. 
Let Assumption 2.1 be satisfied. For arbitrary n E N, E E (0, 1 ), and a, b E Rd, 
a < b, we have 
-AI2 




provided that (see (2.24) and (2.26)) 
I.3 M,($, E, a, b, m, n), F(a, b} > MJE, a, b, m, n). (2.11) 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may and will assume that 
v=nJmcN. (2.12) 
It is immediate from (1.6) that 
fXj+(r-- l)n/v.mv yj+(i- l)nl~.mh iE (1, . . . . v>, (2.13) 
are a sample of v independent and identically distributed random vectors 
for each Jo { 1, . . . . n/v}. Let us introduce (x E Rd) 
(2.14) 
U!hdx) = n”*(~‘,,,,,(x) - F,,,(x)), (2.15) 
and F$$,y, U!,&,y for similar quantities based on the sample in (2.13). 
Note that we have the relation 
U,.?dx) = wv”2 1 q!,‘,,.(x), XEEP. (2.16) 
j=l 
Furthermore, let tj +, $ - denote respectively the positive and negative part 
of the function I+$. Let us briefly write U,., for the compound processes 
based on Ic/‘. Because IUti+{.x, v}l < IU-,n(.x, y}l + IU+.n{~~, y}l it 
suffices to consider (2.10) for nonnegative 51/. Hence from now on we may 
and will assume that $ > 0. 
In order to relate the processes (1.5) and (2.16) let us note that the 
properties of the set G2,(m, E) in (2.2) entail 
+1 s2”lrn.F.l . n - ’* 1 I pi.ml l(u-i.b+t](Xi.m) 
i=l 
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Note that by allowing x, y to vary in the slightly larger interval 
(a - E, b + E] we cover differences like Fti { x, y } - Fe { x - E, y + E} as well. 
We will find a probability inequality for each of the four terms on the 
right in (2.17). Since each of the processes U $j,k,, in (2.16) is based on i.i.d. 
random vectors we may apply Einmahl and Ruymgaart [9, Theorem 1.11 
because by Assumption 2.1 the Yl,m are uniformly bounded. This yields 
W sup I~~,,,.{X~ Y)l aA) 
a--E<x<.v<b+E 
n/v 
6 c Y  sup Wfil)m,“(X? Y>l Bw~)“*) 
j-l u-t<.y<,v<b+E 
< Cm exp 
-AA2 
mF,,,{a-E, b+F} h dizF2,J:~E, b+E) ’ 
120. (2.18) 
The second term in the upper bound in (2.17) is obviously bounded 
above by 
n/v 
G’(IIIV)-“* 1 V-l’* i l(a-kb+E,(Xj+(i-l)nlv,m). (2.19) 
/=I i=l 
Because the random vectors in (2.19) are i.i.d. (cf. (2.13)) a well-known 
probability inequality for the binomium gives 
nlv 
G C P V-l’* i Cl(U--E,b+B,(Xj+(i-,I)n,v.m)-Fm(a-E, b+E}I 
j=l ( i i= 1 
> n/[&(n/v)“* -v”‘F,,,{a4, b+E}] 




ms*F,,,{a-E; b+E} n”*cF,,,{a-E; b+E) ’ 
(2.20) 
provided that (C generic!) 
~>Cn”*~f’,(.-E;b+E). (2.21) 
The last two terms on the right in (2.17) are not random. According to 
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(2.6) and (2.7) with k =0 the probability that they exceed A equals 0, 
provided that 
~BC~“~[EF{U-E,~+E}+E~(~~/) Ilu-b-2Ell+c(lCI)p,(~,m,&)], (2.22) 
rl>Cnl”~c(~) Ilu-b-2Ell, (2.23) 
respectively. 
The last step in the proof consists of simplifying and combining the 
inequalities (2.17), (2.18), and (2.20), and the condition on A in (2.21) 
(2.22), and (2.23). It is clear from (2.6) and (2.7) that these conditions on 
1 are simultaneously satisfied if 
I& Cc($) n”2[~F(u, b) + E Ila - bll + E’ + p,Jrl/, m, E)] 
= CM,($, E, a, 6, m, n). (2.24) 
Let us note that F2,,{a--E; b+E) <c’($)F,{a-E, b+E}. Using the 




mc’(t,h)F,{u-E, b+E} n”2~2(t+b)F,{u-E, b+E} 1) 
’ cm exp 
-Al2 
mc2($) F-(u, b j h ’ 
(2.25) 
provided that we take 
F{u, b} > C[E Ila - bll + e2 + p,J+, m, E)] = CM,($, E, a, b, m, n). (2.26) 
In a similar manner it can be seen that the upper bound in (2.20) reduces 
to 
Cm exp 
-Aa2 mE2F(u, 6) h (di2t$z, h))) 
’ cm exp 
-AA2 
mc’(ll/) F(u, b} h 
BA 
~z”~c(J)) F(u, 6) ’ 
(2.27) 
again provided that (2.26) is fulfilled; note that we have assumed that 
0 <E < 1 and 1~ c(e) < co. The proof is concluded by noting that for a 
proper choice of the generic A, B, C the upper bounds in (2.25) and (2.27) 
are identical. Q.E.D. 
The theorem will be applied mostly in asymptotical situations where the 
sample size n + co. In such instances we will have to specify the orders of 
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magnitude of the parameters m = m,,, E = E, in (1.8), and of the parameter 
W)=b,W in (1.8) or P~(IC’, m, E) in (2.3). In a sense these orders of 
magnitude determine the strength of the dependence. Inspection of the 
right-hand side of (2.10) suggests choices for these parameters, formulated 
in Assumption 2.2 below, such that a useful upper bound in (2.10) is 
obtained and yet the class of m,-decomposable processes with these 
parameters remains large enough for many practical purposes. Moreover, 
in most applications we will let a = a, and b = 6, with a, - b, -+ 0, as 
n + co, which yields an inequality strong enough to obtain a speed of a.s. 
convergence for compound density estimators. Because the dependence on 
$ is explicitly given throughout we can, more generally, choose $ = $, 
measurable and bounded but with the c($~) not necessarily bounded. In 
the remainder part of this section we allow for this generalization and will 
return to it briefly in Section 4. It will be convenient to write 
qn=rn, as n~co,ifO<liminfq,/r,~limsupq,/v,,<oo, (2.28) n-5 n + im 
where (qn} and (r,} are sequences of positive numbers. The choices made 
for the parameters in the assumption and theorem are convenient but other 
choices are possible. 
Assumption 2.2. There exist m, = O(nP), E, = O(npu), as n -+ 00, with 
O<p < i and o> a, such that p,($,, m,, E,) = O(n-‘), as n -+ 00, with 
T> 1. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 be satisfied. Let (a,, b,] c 
Kc Rd for each n E N, where K is a compact set on which the continuous 
density f is strictly positive. Moreover, suppose that A((a,, b,]) z nea, 
c($~) x np, A, z ny, where O<cr<$, /?>O, and $I+/?-$x<r<i+fi--cr. 
Then we have 
Y{ sup Iutin,,ix9 Y)I >A) nQ,(m,, 6J) 
u, < I < .,’ < b, 
< Cnp exp( - An2ypP-2P+a), (2.29) 
for n sufficiently large. Moreover, P(Qi(m,, 8,)) = p,($,, m,, E,) = B(n-‘), 
as n + co, and the upper bound in (2.29) is of even smaller order. 
Proof Because f assumes a strictly positive minimum and a finite maxi- 
mum on K we also have F{ a,, b, } z n -dl, as n + co. Because K is compact 
it follows that lla,,- b,ll G C. Hence the right-hand side of (2.24) is 
bounded above by Cn”2+D(npo-ar + fi-” + np2” + n-‘). For n sufficiently 
large, 2, is larger than this number, because y > B + i(p - a) > p - $, which 
in turn is both larger than f + fl- c and i + fi - T. Also note that the right- 
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hand side of (2.26) is bounded above by C(nPO + nP20 + n-I). It is clear 
that F{ a,, b,} is larger than this number for II sufficiently large, since c( < $ 
and (T > i, r > 1. Hence condition (2.11) is fulfilled for n sufficiently large. 
Furthermore, let us observe that 
4 
n”*c(G,) f?a,, hl 
= O(nY- l/*-8+7 +o, as n -+ CD, (2.30) 
since by assumption y < i + j - LX Therefore the factor h(Bl,/[nl’*c(IC/,) 
F{ a,, b, } ] ) tends to 1, as n -+ co and may be absorbed in the generic con- 
stant A in (2.10). Finally it is clear that 
because we have assumed that y > $+/I - $x. This also entails that the 
exponential term in the upper bound is of smaller order than 8(n-‘), as 
n-co. Q.E.D. 
3. CONVERGENCE OF COMPOUND EMPIRICAL D.F. AND DENSITY 
Throughout this section let us take + fixed so that c($) may be absorbed 
in the generic constants. As a first application we will derive speeds of 
uniform a.s. convergence of the compound empirical d.f.‘s pti,n to F+ and 
of certain estimators &” of the compound density &, defined by 
=nr~~,n{x--ln,~+il,}, I, = (C”/‘, . . . . n-“I”), (3.1) 
for some cf > 0. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 be satisfied. Then we have 
n" SUP I~ti.,(x)-F&bO, as n -+ co a.s., (3.2) 
xsw’ 
for any O<p<i-$p. 
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Proof: Let us take an arbitrary c> 0 and note that U,,,(X) = 
U,,,{ -Co, x}, so that 
6 P( sup IU,,,{x, y}l > cn1’2-p). (3.3) 
- d < i < .Y < 2 
The conditions on p and p, c, z entail that (2.24) is satisfied with 
&&=cn’/2-~ and (2.26) with u= -Co, b= +cO and hence F{a, b} = 1 
(n sufficiently large). 
Hence we may apply Theorem 2.1 and first observe that h(B~n’/~-“/ 
[n”‘c(ll/)]) + 1, as n -+ 00, because the argument of this function tends to 
0, as n + co. Hence we may absorb this factor in the generic constant A in 
(2.10) and thus obtain the upper bound 
C{nP exp( -Ac2n1-2fl’ppIc2($)) + n-‘} = pn= O(n-I), (3.4) 
for the probabilities in (3.3). Since z > 1 we have C,“= I pn < cc and the 
claim of the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 be satisfied. Let R = {x E [Wd: 
a <x < b} be the closed rectangle determined by fixed a, b E [Wd with a < b 
and suppose that the continuous density f is strictly positive on R. Let 
f*,n = Gn with fti,n given in (3.1). Then we have 
nu sup I .&Ax) -&(x)I + 0, as n + co a.s., (3.5) 
XE R 
for any O<p<<-$(a+~). 
Proof: There exists 6 > 0 such that f is strictly positive on the slightly 
larger rectangle R6 = {x E Rd: a - S< x Q b + S}. Moreover, we have 
(x- $l,, x + &] c Rs for n sufficiently large. Let ‘-pn,& be a partition of R6 
into half-open squares (a,, b,] with A((a,, b,])zn-“; this entails that 
#9&= O(nl). Because (x-if,,, x+ $1 is a square with Lebesgue 
measure na it follows that it intersects at most r elements of &, for each 
n E N, where r E N, is fixed and in particular independent of n. Conse- 
quently we have 
<r.np+a max sup I~d4 Y> -f& Yll 
(O”,b”lE.F”,6 U”<.V<.V<b” 
<r.nP+“-‘/2 \ max sup W,,,b> YH. ’ (3.6) 
(U,,h,]E.9nn.ii U,$.Y<.V<b, 
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For each (a,, b,] the conditions for application of Theorem 2.2 with 
/.I=0 and y= $-p-a are satisfied. Note that, in particular, i-p-a > 
$p- $x because by assumption PL< &- +(u + p), and that for p >O 
the condition i--p - c( < &- CI is also obviously fulfilled. Application of 
Theorem 2.2 along with (3.6) yields 
1 
vnp sup I.&z(x) -&&)I 2 c) 
.XE R 
~(#~~,,)CnPexp(-An1~2~~“~P)+Cn~’ 
< Cnx+p exp( -An 1-2/1~;r~p)+Cn-r=p,=Co(n-‘), as n-+co. 
(3.7) 
Because 7 > 1 we have C,“=, pn < co and the theorem follows. Q.E.D. 
The case p = 0 corresponds to m-dependence for a fixed m E N,, which 
is independent of n, and occasionally to independence. In that case both in 
(3.2) and (3.5) p may be taken arbitrarily close to i (provided that we take 
c1 sufficiently small in (3.5)) so that our speed essentially reduces to the one 
that we have in the i.i.d. case. However, note that we are usually interested 
in the speed of convergence to fti rather than&,. By the triangle inequality 
this rate is determined by n” in (3.5) and sup,, R lf&(x) -f+(x)l. We will 
not dwell on the order of the latter nonrandom quantity since this depends 
on the smoothness off* in the usual way; it should be noted, however, that 
a proper choice of the parameter a in (3.1) is relevant here. Let us write 
In this case Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 reduce to ordinary d.f. and density 
estimation (for dependent sample elements). 
4. APPLICATION TO SOME CURVE ESTIMATION PROBLEMS 
A. Nonparametric Regression 
Let us return to the estimation of the autoregression r in (1.11) of 
Example 1.1, and first take II/: IR -+ R fixed and bounded with a bounded 
derivative $’ on Iw. In Chanda and Ruymgaart [4] conditions have been 
specified by which the process {, , . . . . 5, satisfies the decomposability condi- 
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tion of Assumption 2.2. These conditions entail that the vector-valued 
process (Xi, Y,,i)= (<i, . . . . <i+d-l, Ic/(<;+d)), i= 1, . . . . n-d, satisfies 
the same conditions because, in particular, IC/(t;+J = $(li+d,m,nj) + 
gi+d,rn(n)~‘(5i+d,rn(n) + etfi+c,,m(n)), 0~ (0, 1) and random, and V is 
bounded. 
Hence let us return to the situation of Theorem 3.2 and, more generally, 
consider the problem of estimating the regression 








rather than r, since comparison of r with the nonrandom r, follows by 
elementary analytical methods. For this purpose we only need that 
sup If,(x) -f(x)1 + 0, sup lf$.&) -f,(x)1 + 05 as n-cc, 
.YE R YER 
(4.4) 
where the first part follows from the conditions on f: The relation entails 
that minxERf,(x)>sO>O, for n>n,. 
Let sZ,csZ be the set of all w  for which (3.5) holds true for the $ we 
consider here as well as for $ E 1. Jointly with (4.4) we find that 
O<&~(~)~~~~::~~(~,W)~~~~~~(X,W)~M,(W), for n 3 n,(o), 
O<-%(O) g ffl,‘; l&,n(x, 011 6 y-f; If&(x, w)l ,< M2(0)l, for n 2 n,(o), 
(4.5) 
for each UEQ~. Note that, for n>n, v n,(o) v n*(o) and w  EQ,, 
(4.6) 
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Hence we have proved that 
n,’ sup Ii,(X) - r,,(x)\ --t 0, as fr + cc as., (4.7 1 
YER 
provided that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are satisfied. 
For unbounded $ we will need that E l$(Zi)l < cc, and we will assume 
that there exists a sequence { $,} of bounded functions with c($,) z nB and 
P~($~, m,, E,) = O(npr) such that, for some rl> 0, 
.Y E R 
Using Theorem 2.2 again we may generalize Theorem 3.2 for it to hold true 
for variable tin, and a speed of convergence for the regression function 
estimators may be obtained in much the same way as before. 
B. Hazard Rates 
Let us consider the situation of Example 1.3 and, moreover, assume 
that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are fulfilled. In this case R is a closed 
subinterval of Iw and we assume that R = [0, T]. As an estimator for the 




ZE [O, T], 
and compare with 
f*.A4 
Ynb) = 1 _ F(z)' ZE [O, T-J. 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
It should be recalled that the function $ here is an indicator function and 
hence obviously bounded. Let us assume that 
sup I f,,,(z) -f&)1 + 0, as n-a-2, (4.11) 
ZE [O.T] 
for which only the usual smoothness off, is needed. 
First let us note that any p satisfying the condition of Theorem 3.2 also 
satisfies the condition of Theorem 3.1. Let Q, c Q be the set of all o for 
which (3.2) holds true with I+!I = 1 and (3.5) with the + that we consider 
here (and such a p). Jointly with (4.11) we have that 
EJr 0) < $(l -F(T)), for n 2 n,(o), 
(4.12) 
max I .fti,,(z)l d M(o), for n > n,(o), 
ZE [O.T] 
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for each w  E 0,. Note that, for n > nl(w) v nz(o) and w  E Q,,, 
W,(z) - Yn(Z)l G&j I .I&, WI -&,“(a1 
M(o) 
+ (1 -iF(T))(l -F(T)) 
I&z, w) - F(z)l. (4.13) 
Consequently it follows that 
np SUP Iv^n(z) - Y&)l + 0, as n + co as., (4.14) 
ZE[O.T] 
provided that the conditions of Theorem 3.2 are fulfilled. 
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